
Saab 900 convertible -95, registration number RBT 025:

I am the previous owner of RBT 025, Saab 900 Convertible.

I imported it to Sweden from Germany and the first registration in Sweden was in December 1999.

The mileage of the car was time 6500 km.

Before the registration I made lots of updates to it. This since I was working at SAAB and we had the 
opportunity to by parts, both new and used.

The engine was changed from a 2,3i to a 2,0 turbo 185 hp. The engine and gear box was brand new, 
it had been sitting in a crash test car that was crashed from the rear and side. The engine was 
completely intact when I bought it.

The Air Cooler for the turbo was replaced to a Cross flow as on the 9-3 for better cooling of the air.

The rear Exhaust was updated to DTM look.

The Brake Callipers and the top of the Antenna was painted in Blue.

Since the 900 had black interior but the 9-3 had grey I switched the seats, from manual to electric, I 
updated all plastic parts to grey parts.

The Steering wheel, Airbag and steering column was replaced by 9-3 Aero Steering wheel, 9-3 Airbag 
and Steering column.

The Chassis components was updated to Aero and the car was lowered approx. 20 mm.

The Tonneu Cover I had painted in Black body colour.

The Spoiler rear was assembled.

The SAAB emblem in rear was switched to the chromed 9-3 version. The Aero emblem is unique 
since on the 9-3 Aero the emblem is smaller and placed on the front fenders but the AERO emblem 
has the same size as the SAAB emblem and were meant to be placed on the trunk lid.

I also got the opportunity to get “Carbon covered” parts, by the Cubic method, from a supplier that I 
was working with. The parts are:

- Front Grille.

- SID front plate.

- Radio front plate.

- ACC front plate.

- Phone holder bracket.

- Switch bank cover.

- “Armrest” cover.

- Rear Ashtray.

In this version, I drove the car for some years.

Then I did some more updates.



I got the 205 hp 9-3 Aero engine program installed.

I assembled the 9-3 exterior Viggen/Aero kit, Bumpers front and rear and the Sill covers.

I switched to 17” 9-5 Aero wheels.

I had the instrument plate painted in the Black body colour.

I updated the Door trim and rear trim to 9-3 Aero with Leather inserts instead of textile.

And then I drove the cars in this version until 2012 when I bought a SAAB 9-3 Model year 2010 
convertible. 

After driving the car very seldom I decided to sell it and Bo Holst bought the car from me in the 
summer 2016.

Henrik Jensen


